
Subject: The Three, Which one are you?
Posted by Darker on Wed, 09 Aug 2006 22:55:53 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I've noticed some WiseAssers over this forum.

A WiseAsser is a person who thinks he or she Thinks/Wants/Tries or Perhaps is (Under certain
point of views) To be better than others, braggers would be under the category.
Perhaps wants to be looked up to under certain conditions. i have noticed these people will do it
use perfect grammer to try to look smarter than they really are, they will put Periods at the end of
things that are not even sentences. for example "Ok." Attempting to gain respect from people(Not
persons) Unknown, than gaoled to be looked up to in the community. These people are more
likely to try to make someone else look stupid, perhaps because they are a threat to them in a
way or other unknown reasons. And more oftenly not very considerate. These people will also
more oftenly avoid people they feel are not very Safisticated. They take there Reputation very
seriously. These people have a greater understanding of the "Outgoing world"

A Respectful is a person who is more relaxed when posting/talking, they want to be themselves,
not anything else.
These people more commonly respect others and are not very worried about there reputation.
These people do not have as much Ambition. These people are less likely to try to make someone
else look stupid, for unknown reasons, however sometimes might. These people are also more
likely to admit to things they are ashamed of. They are oftenly more Considerate. I have noticed
these people will not take too much credit at once, and if they are and notice someone else
Deserving is not, they will lend a hand to them, not at all times though. These people have a
greater understanding of the "Outgoing world"

A Left is a person who thinks more about fitting in with others, and does not like the feeling of not
fitting in, however they oftenly have a hard time fitting in. I have noticed these people are sensitive
to certain things said by others, these people usually respect others and very oftenly look up to
others in hope to be more like them, in some cases.
They oftenly take their reputation more seriously. These people have a lower understanding of the
"Outgoing World" Can be Suicidal.

Different intelligent levels were not included here. 

Well, which of these do each of you think you are, or feel closest to.

If you insist on Bashing, you are most likely an AssWiser. Depending on how you bash, but in
most cases you would than fit under AssWiser, thanks
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